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GRID (2017) by Madelon Hooykaas  |  exhibition view from a performance at Museum of contemporary Art (Mu hka), Antwerp  
‘ V en i ce  is  e V er  t h e  f r a g i l e 
l a by r i n t h  at the edge of the 
sea and it reminds us of how 
brief and perilous the journeys 
of our liVes are; perhaps that is 
why we loVe it so’. ErIcA jONg [1]
Madelon Hooykaas (born Maartensdijk, The Netherlands, 
1942) ought to be acknowledged as one of the most 
representative visual artists in europe for her enduring and 
pioneering experimentation in contemporary art. since the 
1960s, Hooykaas has developed a rigorous artistic practice 
and visual research in photography, film, installation, video, 
interactive and performance art. Her works revolve around 
recurring themes that include landscape and nature, water 
and light, memory and mindfulness, loss and abstraction. 
Her latest performative drawing project Virtual walls | real 
walls (2017-18) arrives at the intersection of these themes 
and practices as it enters the Horsecross Arts museum 
collection of contemporary art at Perth’s Threshold 
ar tspace, after its successful iterations in Venice, 
Amsterdam, Berlin and Perth.  
Hooykaas’ project started its travels across europe in 
Venice. In his famous itinerary (1617) the traveller and 
author Fynes Moryson wrote that Venice ‘is worthily called 
in latin Venetiae, as it were Veni etiam, that is, come again’ 
[2]. This imaginative etymology – mentioned by the Venetian 
humanist Francesco sansovino in the 16th century – still 
resonates to this day as an open invitation to visit and travel 
to the lagoon city, ‘the most important city not only in Italy 
but in the world’ [3].
If the beauty and splendour of Venice has been described 
in the accounts of hundreds of explorers, poets and artists 
throughout the centuries [4], the city has always been very 
busy, given the limited space and its international vocation 
to commerce and exchange. Today, though, the daily 
presence in Venice of thousands of tourists adding up to 
30 million a year severely impacts on the sustainability of 
its urban environment and ecosystem, on the quality of life 
for its mere 55,000 residents. similar issues have been 
emerging globally and are at the centre of a public debate 
that aggressively polarises residents and tourists with the 
spread of an anti-tourism movement across old europe not 
likely to subside [5]. 
This crisis was only just one of the premises which fuelled 
Hooykaas’ performative project Virtual walls | real walls in 
an attempt to stimulate regeneration in cities where – like 
Venice – this fragile environmental balance seems 
compromised. Using the wall as a cultural metaphor, 
Hooykaas’ work aims to question collective and personal 
perception of barrier and confinement; it yearns to restore 
the balance between the inhabitant and the inhabited, the 
host and the hosted, temporality and permanency.
 
While the ’tourism-phobia’ was sweeping across some of 
the most popular european destinations in the sweltering 
summer of 2017, we met Hooykaas and hosted her first 
exploratory visit of Perth. We discussed her upcoming 
performative project and the first in the series Virtual walls 
| real walls i in Venice. The potency of the issues of 
environmental sustainabilit y, human exploitation 
of resources and noise pollution made it a co-curatorial 
imperative for us to bring an iteration of this performance 
to Perth’s Threshold artspace in the wider context of 
Hooykaas’ most recent artistic practice. 
The nature of the tourist flows in scotland might be different 
from those in Venice, Barcelona and Amsterdam, yet a wider 
reflection on how we perceive, inhabit and exploit the urban 
space, we felt, was much needed. After almost a year after 
Hooykaas’ ‘mini-residency’ in Perth Virtual walls | real walls 
arrived to scotland. 
The genesis of the Virtual walls | real walls performative 
series could be traced back to the artist’s own home city 
of Amsterdam in 2015 when the imbalance between the 
resident population of nearly 1 million and the number of 
tourists per year soared up to 17 million people. This added 
to the anti-tourist sentiment making the city somehow ‘unlivable’ 
for many residents who have complained and protested.
Throughout 2015 and 2017, while developing the project, the 
ar tist under took two residencies at emily Har vey 
Foundation, researching and filming in Venice. The second 
residency culminated with the first public iteration of Virtual 
walls | real walls i.[6]
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VIRTUAL WALLS  |  REAL WALLS  II (2017) by  Madelon Hooyk a as. Video still
UNDERGROUND (2012) by Madelon Hooyk a as. Video still 
structurally, the artist’s performance is beguiling concise. 
An artist’s film – shot on location in the city including 
the soundtrack of the trolley suitcases trundling along 
the cobbled streets – is projected onto a paper-clad flat 
surface rising from the floor up. Hooykaas, with her back 
to the audience, intervenes over the projected image 
only with mark-making, tracing and charcoal drawing. 
The artist’s silhouette casts a shadow while her drawing 
hand gestures expand, interact and modify the moving 
image identifying and magnifying some of the city outlines 
derived from the artist’s abstract documentary.
on close inspection, the polka-dot mesh through which 
the film seems to have been shot appears to be a close 
up of the sun filters stuck on the windows of the water 
busses aka vaporettos operating on the Grand canal. 
The images are thus filtered through a dark and thick, 
almost honeycomb grid. If at first sight, this might seem 
a post-production feature, the artist uses a very simple 
but effective, built-in expedient. The window framing, 
the sound of the ferry engine rolling and the instability 
of the image are enough to ignite the imagination of the 
viewer, who is suddenly transported on a vicarious vaporetto 
journey in Venice.
Through this veil created by the filter, the audience can 
catch glimpses of the quintessential Venetian landscape 
– the historic architecture, the gondolas, the canals, the 
light and the blue sky. And yet, this picture-perfect image 
is somewhat distorted and out of focus. In fact, at various 
points in the ‘journey’ the viewer is prevented from seeing 
anything but the sun filter itself. The filter creates a 
reflecting, mirror-like barrier that ultimately becomes 
the subject of the video frame itself – a virtual wall beyond 
which only fragments of reality can be grasped. 
It is through the artist’s live intervention that what appears 
to be partially hidden behind the veiled surface could 
be seen. In the subsequent iterations of the series – 
Virtual walls |  real walls ii at oude Kerk, Amsterdam 
on 21 december 2017 and Virtual walls |  real walls iii at 
scotty, Berlin on 23 February 2018  – the images of stone 
walls alternate with a sequence featuring once again 
a metallic grid that is placed as the filter between the 
viewer and that what is beyond. It is the artist’s role to 
reveal, perform, re-act and re-enact rather than just 
faithfully represent the landscape. [7] The barrier 
– ultimately a wall – places itself as a mediator between 
the lands c ap e and the v iewer,  b e t we en obje c t  and 
subje c t ,  offering guidance and protection. In Virtual 
walls | real walls i, the viewer however stands in front 
of a ‘triple-fortified wall’ – that of the landscape, the 
grid and the one generated by the live action. 
It is this iconic film still from Hooykaas’ Virtual walls | real 
walls i which captures the elusive, invisible ‘city of 
mirages’ [8] which was exclusively commissioned by 
Horsecross Arts as a set of ten limited-edition prints on 
brushed aluminium to accompany Hooykaas’ first UK solo 
exhibition at Perth’s Threshold artspace. It was published 
as part of collect + support, an ongoing initiative 
established in 2006 to encourage the viewers to start or 
nurture a collection of their own while the first of all newly 
commissioned limited editions is acquired for the Horsecross 
Arts public museum collection of contemporary art. 
The materiality of the grid is echoed by the metal surface 
of the limited edition. It is also a key trope which dominates 
Hooykaas’ performance art piece entitled simply grid (2015). 
Most recently presented at M KHA in Antwerp on 19 october 
2017, Grid was further re-imagined and re-mastered both 
as a single- and 22-channel video installation incorporating 
the original film footage and the documentation of the 
performance as part of Hooykaas’ first UK solo exhibition 
before being acquired for the Horsecross Arts collection 
of contemporary art at Perth’s Threshold artspace. In a 
comparable way, as part of grid, the artist performed live 
on a projected film. But in that case, the film featured 
initially an overcast sky, marked by a black, thick geometrical 
structure reminiscent of a ‘forest of steel rods’ ready to be 
poured over with concrete on a construction site. In the live 
performance, Hooykaas drew on the blank canvas another 
structure that contrasted and opposed the projected grid. 
In the end, the constant movement of the projected grid, 
the sign of the artist’s hand and the landscape merged, 
responding to each other until this barrier of a wall 
faded again.
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VIRTUAL WALLS  |  REAL WALLS I (2017) BY MAdeLoN HooYKAAs. eXHIBITIoN VIeW FroM PerForMANce AT eMILY HArVeY ArcHIVe, VeNIce
VIRTUAL WALLS | REAL WALLS I (2017) BY MAdeLoN HooYK A As. VIdeo sTILL
In her germinal essay grids (1979), the American art 
historian and theorist rosalind Krauss pinpoints the grid as 
a key structural element in art, deeply rooted in modernism, 
identifying among the most fundamental early examples in 
pre-war painting Kasimir Malevich and Piet Mondrian. [9]. If 
Mondrian’s structures are in some way evoked in Hooykaas’ 
grid, then the filter in Virtual wall | real walls seems in 
some ways to be also indebted to the Pop Art’s grid and 
Hooykaas’ own grid drawings in the 1970s, inspired by the art-
ist Agnes Martin, with whom Hooykaas met several times in 
New Mexico.
The duality and tension between materialism and 
spirituality in the grid – as outlined by Krauss – seems 
to be quite relevant to Hooykaas’ work. Although the 
grid acts like a filter to reality, it represents an attempt 
to evoke a spiritual healing, something that is more 
uni ve r s al  and tr ans cends realit y.  s pir itualit y  and 
mindf ulne s s are both inextricably linked to Hooykaas’ 
own artistic practice as a practicing Buddhist.
developing her argument, Krauss also describes the 
importance of the grid in the 19th century theories of 
colour, light and vision. [10] This point also leads to Hooykaas’ 
practice as the artist has explored and investigated the 
perceptions of colour and light, vision and memory in many 
of her video ar t work s, including those created in 
collaboration with the scottish video art pioneer elsa 
stansfield. [11]
In her analysis, Krauss also discusses the differences between 
the modernist 20th century grid and what seems to be 
predecessor of the formalist grid in the 15th and 16th 
centuries – the perspective cage. Krauss explains that 
differently from the renaissance, the grid does not aim to 
organize, represent and know reality, but ‘maps the surface 
of the painting itself’.[12] 
Krauss continues by identifying a centrifugal and a 
centripetal force in the grid that might prevail in a 
distinct way in different works. If in the first case, the grid 
is a ‘mere fragment…from an infinitely larger fabric’ [13], in 
the other, the image is ‘an autonomous, organic whole’.[14] In 
Hooykaas’ Virtual walls | real walls i and grid, both tensions 
coexist but the first – which for Krauss can be more linked to 
reality - seems to prevail. In some respect the movement of 
the camera, the change of focus and the presence itself of the 
landscape suggest that we are looking at a portion of reality 
and we are aware – we feel that awareness, confirmed by our 
senses – that the reality beyond that grid never ceases 
to exist: the landscape through the window is there, and the 
artist’s drawing hand is guiding the viewer. Yet, on the 
contrar y, in Vir tual walls |  real walls,  following a 
centripetal force, at some point the grid becomes ‘the 
object of vision’,[15] although the image soon goes back to 
the opposite paradigm.
embracing a centrifugal tension, Hooykaas’ live drawings 
show an evident, deep relationship with space and 
architecture where the performative gesture is the key to 
organise and order reality, and ultimately interact and even 
subvert the model of the grid. Importantly, the Venice 
performance culminated subverting this model, with the 
artist ‘ripping’ open the projection surface to reveal a window 
to the outer world, a link between the artwork and reality.
 
Going back to the analysis of Virtual walls | real walls i, it is 
interesting to notice that two timelines intersect and merge 
in the performance – that of the present evolving through 
the live performance; and that of the past, being projected. 
The projected image is a mere visualisation of Hooykaas’ 
research in the city, acting as a recording and a testimony. 
The projection also brings the past into the present. The 
past becomes once again hic et nunc and the video acts as 
a window to time but also space. With her final subversive 
act, breaking the unity of the drawing and revealing the 
reality beyond the wall, the artist made a hole in the 
drawing to allocate a small telescope aimed at a bridge in 
front of the building. Ultimately, the marks and signs which 
gradually populate the white drawing and projection 
surface appear as palimpsest of time, as vestiges of the 
performance in silence.
Time and space have been key mediums throughout 
Hooykaas’ practice and research. examining her ‘artistic 
partnership’ with stansfield and their early collaborative 
works, for example, split seconds (1979), 2 sides of a story 
(1981) and time piece (1980), we can see a wealth of 
experimentation with the perception, manipulation and 
representation of time through video. [16]
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space also plays a fundamental role in Hooykaas’ video 
installations and video environments [17] including 
daydreaming (2006) – a work, specifically re-created as 
part of the Hooykaas’ first solo UK exhibition at Perth’s 
Threshold artspace and acquired for the Horsecross Arts 
museum collection of contemporary art. dedicated to 
stansfield, daydreaming features a classic macramé rope 
hammock from which the lounging, reclining audience can 
experience the serene landscape projected on the ceiling 
or screened on the wall within their field of vision. The 
opening seascape scene includes a close up shot of a pair 
of bare feet dangling away in the very same hammock as if 
being shot in real time, perhaps anticipating the real time, 
selfie culture of the Instagram generation. 
In fact, stansfield/Hooykaas are widely recognised 
internationally for their pioneering use of real time video 
in their collaborative works as early as what’s it to you? 
(1975) – an innovative precursor of the participatory and 
interactive art of today – acquired by GoMA, Glasgow in 
2016 and shown in the museum as part of the group 
exhibition please turn us on until 22 Januar y 2017. 
Although the optical illusion for real time rendition in 
daydreaming persists throughout the film and returns 
at key moments, the beach seascape scene cuts to a 
painterly mountain panorama, the crimson sunshine 
gives way to a stainless steel sky and the red clouds of the 
setting sun exit from the left of the frame in the final scene. 
The soundtrack, which invariably includes field recordings 
from waves gently splashing on the beach to dogs barking 
up in the hills, also contributes to the atmosphere of 
serene simplicity and mindfulness, creating a contemplative 
place for reflection, almost in accordance with the general 
praxis of Buddhist teachings delivering ‘distilled infusions 
of clarity using elementary language and metaphor to 
address the most elemental concerns of the soul’. [18]
While expanding the traditional fine art confines of the 
spatial genre of landscape art, Hooykaas should be 
noted for the historically significant early works sea of 
light (1978) and intermittent signals (1991). Writing about 
the collaborative works of the artistic partnership 
stansfield/Hooykaas, Nicole Gingras noted: ‘coupled with 
their determination to record the present and situate the 
observer in an essential experience is a desire to film the 
space between, the ephemeral and the invisible, favouring 
a non-linear rationality [...] they will feel the necessity of 
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the here and now, the artists’ attachment to a particular 
quality of light, of space.’[19]
More recently, Hooykaas’ single-channel video works 
underground (2012) and light (2015) reverberate with 
Gringras’ writings. 
underground is a spatial exploration of a familiar space 
through the artist’s signature ‘tool’ of the reality organising 
grid which also dominates the structure of Hooykaas’ 
grid and Virtual walls | real walls. The slow-motion 
journey through the underground is delivered with a 
detailed focus on the grid of the steel escalators and t h e 
p a t t e r n e d  t i l e s .  A  s o u n d t r a c k  o f  s t r i d e n t  f i e l d 
r e c o r d i n g s  and oscillating instrumentals add further to 
the sense of out-of-place strangeness. The fragment-
ed, often split-screen r e n di t i o n of  r ea l i t y  a n d t h e 
photographically eloquent, frame by frame camerawork 
deepen this sense of unfamiliarity and even hostility where 
the human presence is hidden from view behind the camera 
or just allowed to make a brief appearance when in the 
closing scene a pair of feet step onto the escalator. 
Hooykaas’ light is another spatial work of significance. 
It was commissioned by the Museum of religeous Art in 
Uden for their chapel. It is a spiritual reflection upon 
Nature where sound, light, vibrations and movement are 
able to stimulate a sensorial response in the viewer – a 
state of meditation, pray and contemplation. This work 
appears to embody the Japanese word ‘komorebi’ which 
signifies the moments when sunlight filters through the 
trees and the instances of the interplay between the light 
and the leaves. Hooykaas’ komorebi also encompasses the 
interplay of sunlight and water. The fast-flowing mountain 
r iver glistens through a giant spider web and dark 
moss- covered pebbles before it reaches deep, murky 
waters covered with red autumn leaves. scenes saturated 
with the dazzling yellows of the sun cut to scenes with the 
fiery reds of autumn and back again. Water and light thus 
become inter-changeable while the river flowing down the 
stream symbolises the cyclical regeneration. The human 
presence in light is also in abundance. It is signified by 
the artist’s eyes and the hands of someone praying. With 
the pupil dilating, the artist’s eye looks to the camera 
but, it seems, not with the intent to look to an invisible 
audience, but to absorb the beauty and peace of Nature, 
while the light and cloud pass on the split  screen 
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underneath. The hands in pray sharing the screen with 
the image of the flowing water seem to seal this union, 
this pact between Nature and soul.
If the environmental aesthetics of Hooykaas’ is made 
bare and bright in her work light, other such examples 
include Vanishing point (1992) by Hooykaas/stansfield. 
Featuring images of stuffed animals, extinct animals’ 
bones and endangered species Vanishing point explores 
d e e p l y  h ow Na t u r e  i s  e x p l o i te d a n d t h r ea te n e d 
b y  h uma n s . 
The video installation feeling the invisible (2012) is another 
environmentally empowered work by Hooykaas. It is a 
single-channel video work incorporating a painting 
executed in bold calligraphic brushstrokes. Here the 
artist employs the symbolism of the warning sign of 
ionising radiation aka the trefoil comprised of the three 
triangles pointing towards a core of a circle. Inspired 
by the dramatic event s of 2011 in the Fukushima 
Province of Japan, Hooykaas questions how the presence 
of atomic energy plants in a country which is set in an area 
of increased seismic activity leading to more frequent and 
more intense ear thquakes and tsunamis, has been 
endangering the environment and putting at risk both 
human lives and Nature. [20]
Although from a different perspective, engaging with an 
ur ban lands c ap e,  V ir tual  walls  |  re al  walls  a l s o 
refe re nce s exploitation, sustainability and the fragile 
balance between humans and environment, between 
citizens and visitors. The artist’s performative gesture 
becomes a healing gesture – a form of civic acupuncture 
restoring this tenuous balance.
commenting on the Virtual walls | real walls project, 
Hooykaas remarked: ‘I intend to create a virtual wall around 
the centre of each city as they did in medieval times.’ With 
this powerful intention, Hooykaas stressed another two 
key characteristics of this work: its ephemeral intangibility 
and its link with history. This first characteristic is outlined 
in the title as a dichotomy where ‘virtual’ clearly evokes 
the ephemerality of the performance, of the gesture, but 
also the embodied feelings, sensations and thoughts. The 
duality of the visible and the invisible, the real and virtual, 
are recurrent themes in Hooykaas’ method of research and 
reflection, intrinsically linked to her Buddhist and artistic 
p r a c t i ce .  d o r ot h ea Fr a n k w r ote  a b o u t  t h i s :  ‘ T h e 
deconstruction of the stability of the object world is related 
to the deconstruction on the subjective side, the undermining 
of the possibility of an objective point of view’. [21]
on another hand, the word ‘virtual’ references both the 
past and the present – in par ticular, the historical 
s ignif ic ance of  the c it y wall s  and their  cr ucial 
imp or t ance in defining the world cities of the past. For 
example, in classical chinese, the character cheng could 
stand for both the city and the city wall. similarly, in 
medieval times, the Town secretar y of eisenach in 
Thuringia wrote: ‘what has a wall around it, that we call a 
city’ (1310). [22] Although the historic walls of many cities 
might have been destroyed during the centuries, they still 
persist as ruins in the urban fabric, as traces in the ancient 
maps or at least as part of the collective memory. 
The city of Perth was also surrounded by a wall once. [23] 
suffice to mention that during the Medieval times, Perth 
was considered the most fortified city in scotland and its 
walls were still standing at the time of the Jacobite rising 
of 1745. Hardly any visible part of the walls is left today. 
some streets in the centre of Perth, such as Albert close, 
south Methven street, charterhouse Lane and canal street 
derive originally from an alley that ran across the inside 
of the walls ,  including Mill  street which is home 
to Threshold artspace at Perth concert Hall and Perth 
Theatre. The proximity of these ‘virtual’ walls that survive 
only in the historical and cartographic memory of the city 
activated the conceptual connection of Hooykaas’ Virtual 
walls | real walls to Threshold artspace linking Perth to all 
t h e  c i t i e s  w h i c h  h a v e  b e e n  ‘a c u p u n c t u r e d ’  b y  the 
artist’s performance to date. Memory, whether collective 
or personal, historical or recent, is at the centre of this 
conceptual connection and is symbolically stimulated by 
the civic acupuncture inscribed in the work.
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HAIKU. THE ART OF THE PRESENT MOMENT (2007) MAdeLoN HooYK A As. VIdeo sTILL
The preventative and therapeutic connotations of Hooykaas’ 
performative drawings signpost to the meditative, mindful 
and spiritual – all an integral part of Hooykaas’ own 
artistic research and reflective practice permeating in 
different ways her entire Japanese-inspired body of work. 
The artist’s transformative travels to Japan in the past four 
decades, started with her permanence in a Zen Buddhist 
cloister in 1970. This early formative experience led to the 
publication of her own photographic book Zazen (1972). 
Among her latest films, developed in the last decade, 
significant milestones of this spiritual research could be 
traced here.  
Hooykaas’ haiku. the art of the present moment (2007) is 
endebted to the narrow road to the deep north by the 
famous Japanese poet Matshuo Bashō. Hooykaas’ work is a 
contemplative travelogue which captures the author’s 
journey on foot across Japan in both verse and prose. 
The documentary makes an elegant use of image and text 
throughout and in particular juxtaposing lapidarian poetry 
with iconic stony landscape. Bashō’s perfectly crafted haikus 
recited in Japanese are thus set in evocative images overlaid 
with the poet’s words translated into english. The soft-spoken 
tone of the performer, the rhythm of the transitions and 
the tune played by the dutch musician Ad Baars on the 
Japanese woodwind instrument shakuhachi, stimulate 
reflection through the changes of the seasons. 
Most recently, Hooykaas’ undertook another ‘creative 
pilgrimage’ – this time reaching the Holy Isle near the 
island of Arran just off the west coast of scotland. This 
journey informs Hooykaas’ poetic documentary Holy 
Isle. a buddhist sanctuary in scotland (2016). The film’s 
first-person narrative gives way to the sounds and sights 
of the real protagonists – the volunteers and the passing 
seasons at holy isle. conceived as an inclusive, inter-faith 
peace centre project combining christian and Buddhist 
traditions, Holy Isle is portrayed as a spiritual oasis, where 
one can ‘drink the purity’ and ‘heal the mind’. It reminds 
us of the current renaissance of the Way, aka the pilgrimage 
t o  s a n t i a g o  d e  c o m p o s t e l a  d e s c r i b e d  a l s o  a s 
a Buddhist pilgrimage which ‘frees the pilgrim of the 
torments of thought and desire, it takes away all vanity 
and all suffering from the body, it removes the rigid 
shell that surrounds all things and separates them 
from our consciousness; it brings the self into harmony 
with nature.’[24] 
Like any initiations, the pilgrimage penetrates the mind 
through the body, and it is hard to share it with those who 
haven’t experienced it. However, Hooykaas has been 
leading us along the Way of her creative discoveries as 
reflected also in her other documentary which together 
with haiku and holy isle seems to complete the trilogy 
about light and vision, memory and mind. entitled see-
ing in the dark. in search of the last blind shaman in japan 
(2014), this work is Hooykaas’ heart-felt, personal account 
of the ascetic practices of itakos – the blind women trained 
to become spiritual mediums in Japan.  
To fully understand and absorb Hooykaas’ documentary 
trilogy and by default, her entire body of work, one must 
make an active commitment not to succumb to the 
Western patholog y of c ynicism, [2 5] to our f lawed 
self-protection mechanism that readily dismisses anything 
immaterial and spiritual – any search that goes beyond the 
triviality of everyday life. reaching for something that is 
metaphysical, Hooykaas’ works are the embodiment of her 
true and sincere gestures, signs and traces – gifts of healing 
acupuncture, change and resilience, reminding us of how 
brief and perilous the journeys of our lives are; perhaps 
that is why we love them so.
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